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GSU ARCHIVES
June 1974

GSU

Community
~

Communications

''Faees Of GSU''
On Monday morning, May 6, a ~memo was sent tD all unit beads
ordering that " no work-study students will work uotil furthur notice."
At the cashiers office · only four students were able tD receive their
loans or equal opportunity grants. After which students were tDid they
could not get the assistance they were to receive on that first day of the
session. Subsequent investiagation indicated an interesting series of
administrative events that were contradictory and bigbJy unusual.
On the aflernoon of May 6, a group of 30 disgrnilted students dropped
in on Dr. Mary Endres, Vice-president for Academic Affair. The
dissatisfaction of the students with the overload policy <which
orginated in her office) was communicated. Dr. Endres agreed to
postpone the overload policy untiJ the July-August session.
Corliss Muse, one of the voc;al students at the meeting. described the
policy as "untterly red iculous."
Ms. Muse pointed out that "we have a great backing of very racist,
very eliti.st people at G.S.U. who don't give less then a shit about the
actual mandate and concepts of this university," Ms. Muse believes
there is a move tD "systematlcaly remove non-whites from this
campus." Sbe perceives these moves as being sanctioned from the
president's
She stated, " Many of the problems of this school rest somewhere in
his office."
The direct implementation of the overload policy came from the
acting director of Student Services ·, Mr. Doug Davis. Mr. Davis
was acting within the contec:t of "certain responsibilities" the vice
president bad glvea him wbea he seat a memo May-6 connnudlng the
Financ ial Aids office tD terminate assistance tD students. <A week
earlier a memo cUd discriminate betweea students who were behind 16
hours or more and those in good standing.) However, the Financial
Aids office replied with a memo that this was not possible tD do in a
week's time.
Ms. Cora Burks, acting director of Financial Aids, called for a
special meeting to deal with this problem. However, she received no
reply to her memo from the Involved administrative units. Ms. Burks
said that she had tD "take serious Issue with terminating the financial
assistance of students, that is not the purpose of the fmancial aids
program." She also believes the university is "systematicaly trying to
eliminate non-whites." She said the overload policy Is being used as a
punishment tool for students on financial aids, ma11y being non-white.
Cora thinks such " Institutional policies destroy people and sends them
fleeing G.S.U. has lost a lot or people from the politicking a~d hassle."
S~e added that what was needed was "More input from studtMts,
more input from people who have been working with non-whites, and
more input from faculty on important policies." Ms. Burkes called for
" An equltible policy of good standing for the entire University <not
just for students on financial aid) as recommended by the North
Central Association.
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Student Involvement
A record number of students
gathered for a student unity
meeting on May 8th in the
community conference room. A
number of speakers told of their
personal experiences at GSU and
their perceptions of what some of
the key problems at the
university are. Students voiced
concern on a number of issues
including the new financial aids
policy. This policy states that any
student with 18 or more
incomplete units is ineligible for
financial aid and his awards will

be revoked. And if a student
wishes to register for 0 hours
during any session so that he can
catch up on his schoolwork he will
be required to work forty hours a
week on workstudy or lose his
financial aid for that session.
Many students are dismayed
by the Jack of communication
among students, faculty, and
administrators. B e cau s e
communication is so bad students
are frequently in the dark
concerning decisions and policy
changes that heavily effect the

lets get Together

Mr. Doug Douglas recalled that the overload policy was formulated
November 1973 as the lnterium policy from the office of Dr. Endres.
Mr. Davis said the overload policy implementation "wasn't aU of a
sudden, aU the colleges were informed and 1 presume the advisors
where also." Mr. Davis did admit "Commuoieatioa was not a s
effective as It should have been on the overload poHcy." Mr. Davis's
answer on the need or a overload policy with the financial aid clause
was that "Federal Agencys and State AuditDrs required " such a
poHcy."
However Cora Burks said this wa.s not correct. The Feder~l Agency
and State auditors recommended a policy to determine if students
were in good standing rather then a policy to remove the financial
assistance of students who were not in good standing. Ms. Burks also
said It ls agalnst Federal regulations tq remoe financial aids for
academic reasons.
Mr: Davis also indicated that " There are rumors around the state,
~pecially around this area, that this is some kind of rip-off
institution." He pointed out that the life and viability of the university
" in the eyes of the public" had to be considered.
The week of May 6 had an accountability session with the president
of G.S.U. Queried about the memo ordering termination of financia l
aid to students. President Engbretson replied,- " the memo was an
error, a misinterpetation on the part of the Financial Aids ofrice. The
response of the Financial Aids office was not accurate." In fairness to
Financial Aids, the acting ctirector was questioned on this response.
Cora Burks was dumbfounded. She pointed out that all memos were
very clear on what the finan cial aids was being as.ked to do.
The Administrative a ttempted to implement a overload policy that.
discriminates against students on financial aid, that would result in a
loss or the student population, that would r esult in loss of the services
student job holders perform resulted in confusion, dissatisfaction with
the administration, and raised seriousa question about the trut>
interest of the administration.

PARK

quality of student life at GSU.
Many students are very uptight
about the lack of student and
fa culty orientation to GSU and
the bas ic principles of how to
teach, advise, and achieve
effectively in the competency
based innovative educational
mod~l that GSU propaganda
claims exist here.
During the time that many
students have been at GSU they
have experienced an
overwhelming return to
traditionalism. This is evidenced
by the change to trimester
scheduling, the new policy that
will allow students the option of
having grades, and the growing
deviation from the innovative
experimental model that the
university once provided to some
degree at leasL
It was suggested during the
meeting that students present the
following list of demands to the
president for immediate action.
We need a reaffirmation of the
original university mandates and
,an immediate action program to
insure that these mandates are
not being violated. Students need
a development officer ~ to raise
money to finance innovative
educational experiments and
assure that alternative learning
environments are open to GSU
students. Students are also in
desperate need of a Bill of Rights
that will assure that they get
those inalienable rights that are
necessary if students are going to
be equal members in the GSU
community.
The tone of the meeting was
enthusiastic and the audience
clapped and shouted its approval
to speakers many times during
the afternoon. All those persons
who attended the meeting
realized that students do bave a
potential to exercise some control
over their academic destiny if we
organize and move together. This
meeting was the largest
gathering of students, to date,
with a concern about organizing a
viable student power movement
at GSU.

ACCREDITATION:
- As pa r t of an application for
full accreditation, a self-study
has been submitted to the North
Central Association of Colleges
and Secondary Schools by new
Governors State University.
Copies of the report are
available in the learning resource
center <library ) at the university.
It is anticipated that a North
Centr al visitation team will
conduct a study of the report onsite between October 1, 1974 and
January 31, 1975.
It is the intent or the university

to become fully accredited in the Wisconsin universities recomspring of 1975.
me nded the pre-accreditation
A "r~ognized candidate for category r ecognized by the
accreditation" status was of- Commission on Institutions of
ficially granted to Gover nors Higher E duca tion of the North
State University in the sp ring of Central Association of Colleges
1973. Involved in the decision to and Secondary Schools.
award recognized-candidate
Govenors State University
status was the judgement that the applied for and a chieved in July,
institution should be able to at- 1970, correspondent s tatus with
tain full accreditation within a the North Central Accrediting
three-year period.
association, the first step in the
An examining team process leading to fu ll a crepresenting ~lichiga n , Missouri, creditation.
New York, Oklahoma, and

.. .
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Edit0 ria Is __

Ex_p_fo_ri_ng_Th_e_N_e_w_

The riews expressed here art

not nec.urity those of the University.

TO: President Engbretson

AN OPEN LEITER TO THE GSU "COMMUNITY"
I have this habit of appreciating places where I am at, but, people,
we are something else.
It is rumored, and these rumors have come from the outside, that
GSU is a sorry representative of the academic community. It is one
thing to hear something like that inside our "walls" but something
else when it comes from "outside." It makes me feel pretty bad, and
now, mad. The worst part is that I am forced to agree. Furtbe.r more, it
seems to be getting worse.
I'm talking about hate and ignorance; stupidity and insaneness. For
example: last summer, two years accumulated video tapes belonging
to an HLD professor were inadvertantly erased. Then a professor,
after losing his temper while being searChed by the university police,
was blockaded at the entrance to GSU. Remember Cindy Stevens? A
secretary who was fired because she said what she wanted to. She also
was living with a black man. In CCS, two professors tried to dump
their dean. Remember that? Want mo.r e? How 'bout the transportation crisis ; the workstudy discontent (it's co111e up again)' the
overload policy changes; the financial aid freeze; the Coup in HLD
over Christmas; and now a classroom crisis.
And also now, an accomplished writer from California visiting the
campus made a comment " .. . the people here are incompetant... " .
Hell man, I didn't come here to learn incompetance. Damn you!

P .S.
To aU my future instructors - of course, I'm not talking about you .... .

Peoples Podium
You Don't Have To Be
A Hypocrite
by Ramonita Segarra

-

can hypocrite be defined as one who pretends? The dictionary
defines it as one given to false pretenses. We derived this word from
"hypokrite", a Greek word. Greek actors wore masks to portray
different characters, and different moods of the same - character.
Then to change moods and characters the actors left the stage and reentered holding a different mask before their face. Thus this word
meant actually playing a part. That is why -hypocrisy means to
pretend, or to act one way while believing in -another.
We all, at times, act to COf\vey an image. There are four images
which we act out at different times in our daily lives: 1) True imagewhat we really are, (2) Self image - what we consider ourselves to be,
( 3 ) Projected image - the way we prefer to be seen, (4 ) Reputed
image- the way others~ us to be.
Therefore, when we pretend, we are in essence, admitting that we do
not accept ourselves as we really are.
Alvin Toffler, who wrote Future Shock, says, todays youth are more
astute than he was at their age. We see through the mask and directly
at the person. Role playing is less significant than it was a decade ago.
We should be honest with ourselves and I it would show through like
a bright light to our brothers and sisters. It would be truly great if we,
who subgroup, were without fault.
Teach your children to treat every man and woman the same. Do
not cause someone to experience what you yourself would not like to
experience. This is the only way we will refrain from acting. Then ~e
can honestly say that we will be able to "Cast the first stone", and
then, only then, will we be able to deal fairl.Y with our brotbe~ dnd
sisters_ Our true image will be reflected in all that we do making a
pathway for a warmer world.

Herbert Wi lliams ...• ·-· ... • ....•...... ..• . .. .. .• . •. Editor
Lloyd DeGrane ..........•... .• ......... . • •.• ... . Co-Editor
Ramon Ita Segarra . . .. • •.... •..•.. ..•......• . .. •• . • Co-Editor
Tom M andel .•.• • .. . • •• . • .. . ...•••.....• • .. ••. News Editor
Robert A. Blue•..•.... • .. _ ...... . •... . . Manager/Editorial Dr.
Anna Harris •• .• • ... . . •. . .•. . •• ...•... .. . ... • ... Columnist
Shirl- Mullinix . •• ... .•. . •••.•.• .. • ........ . . •.• • Reporter
Jonathan Woods ......•. ..• . ... .. • .. ..•.•...•..• . Reporter
Betty lewis . • •. . .... . ... • •. .• . .. .......• ..• Sec. & Reporter
Colleen Green • •. . . _ •..•....... .. . ... . .. ...... .. Secre1ory
Christine Jones ......••.. . .. • .. . •...... . .. .. . Photographer
Juon Cueva .....•..... .• ... . .. • , . . ........ Photo·Journolist
Anthanoslos Corovasellas . • .. . . • ......... .. . .... . • . Reporter

".Cr.-loTo bold ly 80 where no other neWSf*per has stOne before In
pUrsuit of ho nesty, felm-• nd truth In olt thclt - p ultllsh.
• •-•

•

'••
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In order for this University to
become a good one the stpdent
must have a voice and implement
policy. This University as it now
stands is being run by the
administration . The students
must decide what they want done
and then feed the administration
with those policies they want
implemented. In all
recognization the innovated
policy is not one of innovation if
the students do not have a say in
the policies and government of
the school. A traditional
university is one in which the
administration is in control and
dictating policy. This scl)ool can
be a good school if we the
students make sure that the
school is run by us. We the
students must start attending
meetings that are held and raise
our voices. We must also dictate
in these meetings what we want
as studentS. One fallacy that is
being stated by the
administration is that we have : J
do certain things in order to
become accredited this is an
exaggerated problem as this
institution was set up to be an
innovated school. I call for m ore
participation from the students if
we are to have any success and
be the type of school we want. All
faculty and administrative
meetings must be made open to
whoever wants to attend. The
president .should have a certain
amount of hours per week to
attend to all students who want to
discuss important matters. A
committee should be made to
investigate students school
problems and concerns. This
school must get and spend the
money necessary fo r the
equipment it needs so that the
school can run efficiently and we
do not have to hear people say
that we have to change the eight
week session to a sixteen week
semester. Another important
idea is that we need to have a
student forum at least once a
month. AU in aU we can have a
good school if students
participate and voices are heard.
Students wake up unite and
participate. This school is ours
and policy is ours to dictate. The
motto for this school should be
"studen ts Produce Res ults"
There is time for a students
liberation and the time is now.

We the members of the Ar ts Student Union . are opposed to the
suffering cause to us in the foll(l·.ving manner.
L Our education here at this University depends on contact hours in
an Art Workshop or some form of one, therefore, we have had no
workshops up to this point.
2. On numerous occasions, the area assigned to the Art classes were
instead used as a storage area.
3. Several times we have been on contact with the manager of Building
and Grounds regarding this issue. Therefore, since we cannot attain
the proper space & receive a quality education from this Universiy, we
the students are asking for a change in the procedures or a change in
the persons that assign space for educational purposes.
Dot McSherry
President of Art Students Union

New and old students
Standing committees
in need of you.
Students are a potentially powerful group at GSU_ U you are concerned about the direction of the quality of student life at GSU there is
something that you personally can do. It is important that students
become a visable constituency at the decision making and university
governing committee meetings that take place within the university.
The following list is a /collection of some of the most important and
influential meetings that go on regularly at GSU. Students must be
represented at all of these meetings or decisions will be made behind
our backs and without our input. May l suggest that you pick one or
two committees which you feel might be of interest to you, find out the
exact meeting time of this committee. and go to the meeting with as
many other students as you can persuade to go with you. Actively give
imput into what is going on at the meeting and voice your opinions and
feelings as they come up. There !D-ay also be opportunities for you to
get placed on investigative bodies and task forces that report back and
make recommendations to these committees. You c-an have an active
role in influencing the future of GStl.
Trv and make it to some of these meetings.
Collegial Governing Body Meetings
Meetings of the Vice PresidentFinancial Aids Advisory Meetings
Talent Scholarship Meetings
Human Services Committee Meetings
Academic Wing Meetings
University Assembiy Meeting
1Standin~ Committees of the UA) Committee on the Future
Committee on Physical Resources
by Shirlee Mullini)l

Feed Back:
The1 intent and purpose of this "FEEDBACK" space is to provide
a viable, unbiased approach to honest and worthwhile comment
and/ or critique of the university, your college but especially "your''
medium
communications; ~be INNOVATOR. In coming issues
this1open invitation to students particularly but general population
at large; will stand awaiting your response.
"FEEDBACK" so that we (the staff) might more accurately and
positively "FEEDFORWARD"!! The INNOVATOR office is located
btlhind student services in area
Detach and drop this survey in
our mail box.
The question for this issue is: As a co!Jege newspaper
I. \H Rate the INNOVATOR... Above Average Below.

of

2. The INNOVATOR could be improved by and II
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On The Case

Discontent .Over Students
.

Cla-ssroom
BY BETTY LEWIS
Art students demonstrated
disc()ntent at what they claim to
be, university neglect. Professor
Joyce Morisllita -and fifteen '
students set up make-shift
faci lities in the corridor or
Building E in protest of the
conversion of the temporary art
studio into a _storage room.
Morishita blamed William
Wickersham, Superintendent of
Building and Planning Operations
IBPOJ, for the problem sayi~g,
"when we moved here it was
made clear to Wickersham in
innumerable meetings that a
special area must be designated
for art students. They do not sit in
desks and they use <;hemicals
that could be deslruclive to
carpeting and noors." She add<.'<i
thai the only noncarpcted space
other than the studio arc the
toi lets.
Professor Morishita maintains
that during the March-Apri l
session she and her students
repeatedly cleared out El187 in
order fo provide an area in which
they couJd work. This operdtion
cost the students most of .their
class time and involved moving

hundreds o( pounds of materials.
Wickersham said. "It is not
BPO people Lilat are filling up the
room." He f1.1rthermore stated,
"The peoplb having classes
should go {)own and check a
couple of hours before <.·hiss. It
could have been peop\e in
Cultural Studies or construction
people that moved the things 'into
I he space." He· also <.'Ommented
that the main problem was that
the building isn't finished. ,
Dean Sherman was asked
about the possibility of people in
Cullural St.udics moving the
equipment and he replied. "ll
appears to me to be incredible,
that a faculty member in ·CCS
would hinder classroom: instruction by hawing unneeessa.ry
equipment in classroom space
they arc to usc themselves. IL is
an unfortunate situaUon."
Jte_prescntalivc Assistant
Superintendent Corbelta, upon
examining some of lhe mater ials
involv<.'<l maintained that supplies of CCS were not materials
his men would have a reason to
move. He added. that they do not
move their own <..>quipmenl bac.k
and forth from looms.

In addition to CCS materials
there were broken desks, fi.le
cabinets and items not pertaining
to art classes. Some students
commented (hal they preferred
taking the equipment from the
ar.t studio to Wickersham's office
for storage. After discovet:ing that the room
was fi lled again for the first class
meeting of the May-June session
the Co-ordinator immediately
notified Wickersham of the
situation. He informed ~er t.h at
the space would be available for
the next meeting. n wasn 'l.
Dean Sherman investigated the
problem and after speaking to
Wickersham. -the room was il was done the first time thi;
cleared for the third class session to clear _o ut the Drama
meeting. However, when the Workshop for the Jazz FestivaL
students arrived for the fourth ''Joyce moved it all into a
meet.ing the room had been smaller sl.orag_e room adjacent to
<.'Onverted into a storage .room. the studio. Then BPO moved it
Determined to hold regardless into the studio again. l gave the
or lhcinconvcniencc.lhe students spa<.-e to Joyce to use for classes.
set up their materials and held after receiving the authority to do
class in the corridor, which so from BPO."·
provided insufficient lighting,
Ken Shivers. Inventory CJerk
distractions and ·was crowded. f(lr BPO, admitted that the
"BPO put aU of this stufr in that Drama Workshop had to be
room ," staled Universily cleared for the Ja1.z Festival, and
Professor David Reeve. claimin~ there was no authorization to do

ANew Problem ·

Th·e Man Gaveth
by Ramooita SegarPa
Larry Menkin possesses great
energy for one older than the
young. Hello, Larry, m uJti-medla
man . You m ade a great
impression at GSU didn 'l m.ake a
great 1mpression on you. Then
lhere were the foJks that didn't
know what lo think about you.
Larry was GSU's writer-in
residence . for two weeks on a
quicky from California. Author of
s,everal textbooks. produce,·,
inventor of c;ap_tain Video
ex~nm enter of radio and TV ; he
had writers at GSU wrapped
a1·ound his 11ngers, thi-oughJy
absorbed in · him and be.<;om_ing
aware of ·themselves. Potential
writers followed him throughout '

the corridors, into the patio, here
and there. He saw amaturer
writers individually and gave
them feedback about their
scripts.
On May 23rd Men.kin gave a
public lecture on how "The Magic
B o x Ch a ng e s Ma s s
Commumcalion." "Ralph Haynes
and Jerry Reich, students at
GSU, compiled a series of sound
effecl and old tim e radi.o
programs from the '40's to the ·
7\l's. "Machines very easily and
ei.fic1enU y do now what sound
effects and people did then," ·
remarked Larry .
However, Menk.in's main tiling
is writing, and the written word is
his specialty. "Everyone can

it, however. all items were
transferred into E1187. He said,
.. BPO didn't do it".
Uol McSher ry. President of Art
Students Unioll' voiced her
opinion of the prohlem saying.
"We are s ick of moving things.
We wanl to work! We wast<.od
hours of class time moving
crates. boxes and equipment.
Some of its arc graduate students
and we do not like playrng'games.
I do not think GSU is serious
about their arl program or things
ljke l~is :wouldn't happen!'

Students

Help I

Suggestions are sought for a . A variety of cultural events,
write," said Menk.in. "The most theme for the dedication of new collegi~ l workshops af!d <.'Onimportant is that you do Governors Stale University.
ferences. and community acsomething with your writing." He
The theme. which shouJd be a tivities will be included in· 1he
discu ssed possible marketing relatively short phrase and be year long dedication f<.-stival.
procedures with the students. HiS reJiective of the university 's
'I'he dedication p lanning
advice to aspiring writers is what future orienJalion and in- committee will ad as a recomhe calls, "The..Menkin Rule; novalivencss. may be sent to the mending. coordinaiing, and
Apply Seat of· Pants. Do it Write Dedication Planning committee, ~overall planni.ng group, . while
and' don't be afraid."
c/o Office of Communications. other groups will be la.ter
In addition !.<> writing Menkin Governors State University , dcsignat<..'<i for actua·J program
toys with graphics, is involved in Park f'orcst South, 111. 60466.
planning. invitations, budget., ·etc.
pr'oduction technique and teaches
Planning has begun for the . The involvemenl of -students,
at ·the L.A. C:ity College. A very dedication of the univtlrsity's facuJly. staf[, and community in
happy man who w~s rich one. $17.1 mi11ion Phase 1 facilities. planning the de licalion program
loves his wife and wine. he is now '!'tie ded.~calion is expected to be a and :in the v 1rious dedicaUon
living a fJJilfilling life. He says a major event for-higher edu~alion comrnifices will be a .nec:e.,s.sits/ if
lot and has a lot" to say. W~at a in ge.ncraJ , .a.nd Illinois and the lhc university is to attract 'the
story teller~ His ·words jumped .soutl,'l Chicago area in particular. regionai and n'ational attention
,out and echoed throughout the · GSU hopes to attract speakers an evert or this magnilude could
community conference room at .of riational repu~ation, a nd to :produce.
· .
forly miles per hour. That's develop. a dedication program
As prevjous1y announced·, a
Lan·y's bag-wor~ :POWER. One that will begin ·with a week of d~icalion planning commiUee
could easily space out .and space intensive activities and extend chair&! by Dr. Melvyn Muchnik
jn his one act skits. He can even beyond the' formal dedication, has been appointed by President
dance. · S.ome person. He just probably in mid~October to .the William K Engbretson .
!•
o~ns his mouth reaJ big and with beginning of the next fiscal year.
fat rosy cheeks slreldling
screams from the inside of his
P lCK A THEMKFOR THE UNIVERSlTY'SDEDlCATrON
inner self, " H-E-L:L-0!"
·But (~~leigrii!lg the Almighty
Have a suggestion .for wh~l lhe University's dedication .theme
did'n!t treat Larry like the warm
pe~n he is. Poor Lar.ry almost shouJd be? Tfie theme should be a relatively·· short phrase afld be
left GSU without pay. Politics reflective·of the University'.:> future orientation and innovabveoess.
·· heJEt it. up. He also llad no office to Send lh'e coupon below to the Dedication ~Ianning Committee_,.Otfice
re'st in or rec~ive people, and of Communications, Governors State University, Park Forest South;·
some [qlks did not even keep their lllin,9is 6040Q,by.campus mail or U.S. Postal Servil:e: •
appointments. ffbe doesn't come
1' HEME FOR THE UNIVERSITY'SDEDICATIONTliiS ~ALL
back we'll know why.
'i
·
'- Keep'on doing it Larry Menkin . Suggested them
.We Y.rriters wiU no.t forget what
you ·taugh~ us.

Name---------~--~~--~---phone-----------
~llege-:,-----
addr~--------------------------------~-------

lfeUo Out There

Return: J9, ·. J)~j~~ioq , ••P~;wAi,l)g; , ..CAIJ'lnimt:~ ~i.o .. QW.ce or
Coill}Ilunicatioits '
·
·
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Student Services Advisory Committee

Raps To Students
Approximately six hundred
votes were cast in the April,
Student Advisory Com mittee
election_ Eight students, two
representing each college, were
elected by popular vote and two
student appointees were selected
by the .Director of Student Services, Mr. Douglas Davis, to
make .up the 10 member SAC
group.
Students from the College of
Environmental and Applied
Science chose Ms. Patricia
Oebr zynski and Mr. Grant
Steeve.
Constituents from U~e CoUegc
of Human Learning and
Development picked Mr. Robert
Blue and Ms. Debra Dillon .
Voters el ected Ms. Corliss
Muse and Mr. Frank Piontek as
representatives to the College of
Cultural Studies.
Elec~ed to seats in the College
of Busmess and Public Service
were Mr. Gene Bilotto and Mr.
Bernard Sluis.
Ms. Becky Keller and Ms. Ann
Taylor were sleeted as appointees for Student Services.
It was estimated that SAC will
control the flow of more than
$100,000 in Student Activity Fee
monies. for fiscal year l975. The
six figured sum is the total of C!)l
Student Activity l''ees <$7.50>
paid each session.
SAC's first consideration was
making meetings more accessable to all students. The
newly elected group agr eed that
they would meet at five o'clock on
the first and third Tuesdays of
!'ac h month . Bi-monthly
meetings will be held in the
Community Conference Room or
room D1120, locatt'<i on the first
floor near the Student Service
area.
For more information about
SAC Cthegroup that's r esponsible
fur funding student organizations
as well as individual students)
contact your college representative.

I
A position on the Stude~t Adh isory Committee is one of the
most important responsibilities
that a student can perform in the
behalf of other students. Considering the fact that the student
body has little input in the
deter~ination that an activity
fee w11l be collected; it is a must
that students act in the behalf of
their fellow students for the
disbursal of these activity fees.
I thank all those students in lhe
College of Business and Public
Service for giving me an opportunity to create and / or
support sound proposals to this
end.
Hernard C. Sluis

Frank Piontik, newly elected
SSAC member said he would like
to sec the gmup act as a
university change agenL
"Unification of student, faculty
~nd administration is a must." he
said. "Hence. we as students
should provide an example for
the University by centering our
organizational leadership around
student activism_"
··one is either wilh us or the
enemy," he slates.

The Student Services Advisory
Commiltee meeting came to
order at II :30 on May 9lh. The
purpose of the meeting was to
formally introduce the newly
elected committee members and
~rovide orientation and insight
rn to lhe scope of their duties as
SSAC members. --...
Wardell Hargrove, former
committee chai r·man, spoke
about some of the pitfalls that the
new committee may encounter
and how to deal with these

"

Corliss Muse

·~

~-~
'1

problems~

Douglas Davis_ Acting Director
of Student Services, who was the
Jast committee's advisor. stated
that he will be replaced as
Director of Student Services as of
June :30th. He did not name his
s~ccessor. He charged the group
WI~ the responsibility to tighten
up 1ts constitution and by Jaws in
the upcoming year and to make
sw·e that it came up with its own
budget that reflected student
priorities. The group will be
responsible for the disbursement
of over one hundred thousand
dollars in student activities fees
during the next fiscal year.
Davis encouraged the group to
form standing and executive
commi tlecs to facilitate the efficient handling of the different
?rcas of b~siness that the group
rs responsible for. He advised
that the committee pick someone
other than the Director of Student
Serv i ces for its adviser
suggesting that this person m!ghl
face certain conflict of interests
when advising the group. Davis
talked about projects that he
would like to sec the commiUee
~akc o~ in the upcoming year,
rncludrng sec uring a free
physician for students, buying a
service vehicle to start student
cars that stall in the parking lot.
fund ing transportation for·
students and a dedication ball
when the school is formally
dedicated in October_
The remainder of the meeting
was an informal information
exchange among those present
T hP meeting <~diourned at 2:(J')
S. Mullinix

Becky Keller. newly appointed
member and chair person, said
she is primarily concerned about
the services that can be obtained
through SSAC.
"Transportation is still a
prohlem," she said, and r would
like to sec the bus service handied through Student Services,
and therefore more directly
•
accountable to students."
" We also need to deal with the
fact that people in the surrounding communities - if they are
carless - have a transportation
problem .
" I want to see the typing services expanded and improvt'd.
We have to grapple with the
problem of day care, the Vick
farmhouse will soon be too small
We need to really look at the
needs of older returning students.
<Performing weU in school is a
skill that many have lost because
they have been away too long.
Becky said>_"
"We need services that provide
information like how to write
papers. bibliographies, footnotes,
how to get the most from the
library. We need to establish a
peer-counseling program to help
students, especially women, deal
with lhe problems involved with a
radical change in life style. We
need to generate systems that
raise money for scholarships,
this would include gelling name
entertainmen t in fre-e forstudents and charging the
The hardest part of this job is
general public and use the money finding out the needs of the
for scholarships.
students I represent I welcome
" We need to get space for both suggestions and complaints
student organizations. We need to from all EAS students. I low our
provide money for the Innovator activities fees are spent, is a
to publish weekly. to help heal concern to many people at GSU _
part of the communications Anyone who wants to see me
problem, •· Becky said.
about problems is welcome, and
She said these are some of the anyone can present proposals to
concerns she will address herself SSAC through me.
to as a member of lhe committee.
Pat Ccbryuski

BiloUo~
11
As the newly elected student
representative to the S.S.A.C.
from Lhe college of Human
Learning and Development, 1
wouJd like to thank all HLD
students for your positive vote.
As you are aware this committee
is of great importance for all GSU
students.
The function and reponsibilities
of the S.S.A.C. is to servi ce
student organizations. groups
and individuals with as li(lle
hassle as possible. To do this we
will require the active parlicipati(ln of all GSU students.
Not just participation in the
spending of student funds but also
and perhaps more importanUy:
as it relates to way s of increasing
and improving the committee's
delivery of "student services".
As the elected representative
from HLD, my first concer n
should be those students from
··our'' particular college. This
will of course be my first considt•ration. llowcver: how n1ight I

inquire, can that be attained
without your inpue! All too orten
studenL-; here at GSU ..string
along" with the program leaving
others with the responsibility of
gelling il together_ A-ll tfx., oftcu
many lose ends arc left hanging
when the few must spc:.~k for the
many. Together we can lie il all
tugether for the mutual benefit of
us aiL But only a (cw will try. Let
us all do our equal share Low;.u-ds
making my responsibilities a
pleasure as well as pcrrogative in
pursuit of student services_
For IILD student-; who wish to
cnnla<:t me I have a nwilbox in
HJ,D my number is # 105. Please
feel compclk'<i to communicate
via this channeL The INNOV A'I'Oi t office is another place
where I receive communications.
Orop in or leave your messages
there; they will be r elayed to me.
In concluding I would like to
anticipate your rcsponJ>c as I e~m
your rcprescnlaUvc __ _
Hohcrt A. Blue
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STUDENTS
RECOGNIZE
THE SPIRIT

;

Graduation Proced'Jf,res.
PARK FOREST. SOUTH, Ill. There will be about 400 degree
candidates for Governors State
University commencement.
The ceremonies will be Sunday,
June 30. at 3 p.m. in the gymnasium area of the new
university permanent Phase I
facilities.
Seating will be proviqed for

teaching two years early in 1971.
At winter commencement
Somtl !line •.?utdent elected by various university
January 20, 1974 there were organizatioM illfl,lt. <;.!.UD.s are constituencies. Its functions are
presently at ~~ State to advise Student Services -about_
almost 300 Clegree candidates.
sfudent life and to administer the
At the first commencement University:
Balance (ecology> Chess club, student activity fee fund. "
June 25, 1972 there were about 50
Student activities for the
International Students
degree candidates.
The winter commencement association, Students Interested university community are
and the first commencement with in Community College Careers, multivaried and range from
the inauguration of the univer- Union of AfriCIIIIIl People , entertainment to cultural to
Services academically-oriented events.
sity·s first-president were all at Veterans club,
the interim or mini campus. The Advisory commit~"l\1,novator - Diversity allows the university to
1973 commencement was at student newspaper, Performing maximize cultural enrichment
for everyone. Student Services
Homewood-Flossmoor high Arts guild.
A new printed Governors State works with various university
school.
A record high of 2,604 students University Student Services units to ensure rich and
meaningful activities and exattended Governors State directory says:
"Many clubs and organizations periences. Many are student
University for the March/ April
exist so students may pursue generated and in direct response
1974 session.
There were some 700 students their special interests, which to special experiences. Many are
may or may not be directly student generated and in direct
when GSU opened.
With the move to the new $17.1 related to t heir academic response to special experiences
million permanent building, the programs.
and interests of the student
interim campus reverted to a
"A dditionally , a Student population.
warehouse.
Services Advisory committee is
Counseling ser vices are

s-.

2,000.

Degree candidates will be for
the January/ February, March/ April. and May/ June 1974
sessions.
A letter from President
William E. Engbretson will be
distributed to graduates at the
ceremonies. Diplomas are not
distributed at the ceremonies, as
they are mailed upon notification
by a college that a candidate has
completed degree requirements.
Some 650 students have
graduated from Governors State
University since it opened for

available to the Governors State
University community through
the Student Services, offering
three areas of counseling:
Vocational and career planning
- coordinated with cooperative
education. Academic related
areas - coordinated with
academic advisors and/ or
collegial units. Personal/ social
- including marriage counseling.
In addition, family counseling
is offered on Thursday evenings
through the Park Forest
Education center at Hickory
elementary school in cooperation
with school district 201U.
The new printed Student
ServiceS directory also includes a
personnel listing and information
about parking, health service,
day care, transportation, housing
and testing.

.

Out With The New And In With The Old

Dean Sets Pace for-Peers

The concept of eight-week
ses.c;ions bas no doubt generated
practical ambivalence during its
brief life span at GSU. On the one
hand, the flexibility of the eightweek session enables students to
move in and out of short periods
of study without having to wait
14-16 weeks as is the case with
quarters and semesters. Under
our present system, students are
able to rest or work for one twomonth session and return the
next, or they may stay out for
whatever reason for as long as
two or three sessions in a given
academic year and still have
enough time left to complete a
half year's work. Moreover,
during the eight-week session of
intensive study, students may
cover as much material as is
normally covered in a quarter or
semester. In my judgment, the
eight-week session lends untold
credence to our claim of being
innovative and experimental. II
we abandon it, much of our appeal as a different kind of
university will inevitably
diminish. Also. were we to adopt
the tri-semester, semester or
quarter systems, it would constitule a giant step backward- towards traditionalism.
This we should avoid lest we
begin to look much like the other
state institutions of higher
education.

On the other hand, one could
argue just as convincingly
against the continuance of the
eight-week session ofr a number
of comp elling reasons.
Predominant among them would
be the problem associated with
the wear and tear on our students
as weU as our faculty. Neither
constituency seems to have
adequate refueling time. Five or
six sessions of accentuated
energy burning, at the pace· we
have adopted at GSU, tends to
make us a community of workers
rather than thinkers and
scholars. There just isn't enough
time to relfect. In order to be
creative and innovative, one
must have time to think and
reflect. At the pace our students
and faculty are going, it is a
wonder that we generate as many
new ideas as we do. For an institution of higher education to
thrive, it must be reflective and
introspective so as to rejuvenate
and re-energize itself, constantly
groping for new intellectual
horizons that serve as an impetus
for rebuilding its philosophical
constructs of progression.
Pragmatically, the p e dagogical
problems related to the eightweek session are infinitesimal
compared to the logistical ones
which highlight my reluctant
argument for change from the
eight-week session to something
more practical. That is, I believe
we are headed for a collision
course if we don't switch, as our
<;omputer support has not yet
demonstrated its capability to
handle 2,500 students. What will
happen when our student body
doubles, or triples? Axiomatic to
the success of the collegial unitsas well as many of the support
units is the need for high efficiency and relatively low
computer tum-around time for
storing and retri.eving data. This
holds espeCially true for the
Office of Admissions and Records
on which we rely so heavily for
most of our tech nological

assistance. A counter argument
could be advanced which .would
reject the notiton of changing to
something other than the eightweek session in lieu of making the
computer center more responsive to our needs. We are all
hopeful that, in the future, the
computer service will markedly
change for the better.
As a Jast grasp for our claim of
being innovative and experimental and at the same time
attempting to reckon with a very
real problem, l would opt for four
ten-week sessions and perhaps
one five-week session per
academic year, with two weeks
off for the Christmas and New
Year holidays. This proposal
would enabte faculty and
students to have a little more
time together which might serve
to improve the module completion rate and serve as a
compromise between the eightweek session and the proposed
two fifteen-week sessions and Cine
eight-week session.
Setting aside either hand,
rhetorically I would like to raise a
question. Why do we need
sessions, sem~sters or trisemesters or any such facsimHe?
This question has particular
relevance to our university
because we embrace a competency-based instr uctional
philosophy. It seems to me that if
our aim is to aid, assist and able
students to achieve mastery of
competencies, the overriding
issue should not be what number
of weeks or what block of
time-regardless of the
label-but rather what competencies a student should have,
how many, how good . ... H this
makes any sense at all, thi:m we
should see our students as being a
continuum, i.e., the focus is individualized, self-paced instruction hea.reby a student need
not be concerned with blocks of
time of any dimension, space or
quantity; instead, study is
continuous until the contract,

mutually arrived at by students
a.nd advisors, is satisfied.
Fulfillment of the contract in one,
two, three or however many
years needed is the issue.
Students should only have to
register when they are admitted.
On a continuum, in a self-pace
situation with students of varying
ability and of varying stages of
academic and int-ellectual
development, the notion of interference by way of registration
each session, semester, trimester, you name it, becomes
esoteric. Why? because some
students may come to GSU from
community colleges or other
sources with practically all of the
competencies we could conceive
or concoct on the baccalaureate
and/ or masters level, or may be
ctoser to t hem than our
prescribed two-year expectancy
would suggest or, for that matter,
tolerate. A competency-based
institution that has not yet spelled
out in clear and precise language
bow it equates, evaluates,
validates' and authenticates
competencies may have some
difficulty in questioning the
relevance of eight, ten, fifteen or
eighteen-week sessions, simply
because there is probably a
measure of.security to be found in
the familiar semester. Granted
we have made some progress in
this direction but I question the
reliability of it. At what level of
confidence can we prediect that a
random ·sampling of 100
professors at GSU will make
accurate professional judgments
as to whether a student has or has
not met his competencies, particularly in evaluating nonacademic life experience for
academic credit? Aside from the
improbability of their agreeing
on what is a competency, how
-many repetitions of the same
judgment could we expect? five
out of 100? ten out of 100? or fifty
out of 100? I don't know.
However, I suggest the frequency
of the same response would not

be anywhere near .05 level of
confidence.
Finally, as the Research and
Innovation Wing does its survey
of the GSU community sentiment
toward a changefrom eight-week
sessions to whatever, and as the
Standing Committee on
Educational Policies <SCEP >
conducts open hearings and
debate, let's ask do we really
need other than the academic
year. Why can't we help create
an educational atmosphere
where our students can complete
the last two years (traditional
junior and senior years) in one
year if they are able to demonstrate possession of and adequate
knowledge of prescribed competencies? Oh yes, the Board of
Governors requires 32 and 120
units respectively for graduate
and undergraduate degrees.
Wonder if we ·could rather have
some flexibility and capability in
assigning units to competencies
rather than competencies to
units? If we could . . . then if a
student was able to achieve all
competencies in one year that
normally take two years, we
would simply assign the difference between the entering and
required number of units needed
for graduation to those competencies developed at GSU,
which would enable the student to
meeUhe minimum 32 or 120 units
needed to graduate. This notion
presupposes, of course~ quality
control and more sophistication
in quantifying and qualifying
competencies-reliability
and
validity. Thus, my underlying_
assumption giving rise to the
abOve is that we really want to
develop definitive academic
programs which will ·withstand
scrutiny in and by the larger
community of scholars.
by.ROY COGDELL
Dean,HLD
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INNOVATOR
CoaJ as a source of new kinds of
energy will be reported by the
only lriidwest scientist invited to
present a paper at the
prestiguous Gordon Research
conference on organic chemistry.
Dr. Daniel J. Casagrande of the
College of Environmental and
Applied Sciences at Governors
State University will speak on
"Forms of Sulfur in Peat" at the
annual invitational meeting of
scientists from throughout the
United States at Holderness
School, Plymouth, N.H., August

News :
Briefs

19-23.

Funds for the construction of
the.specially designed mobile van
were provided in part by the
Penn •State Foundation. The
series of CARE courses was
developed under grants from the
Bureau of Education for the
Handicapped. Operation of the
program in the field is. supported
by the National Center for the
Improvement of Educational
Systems, Washington, D.C. ffiM
Corporation provided
engineer~g support. The expandable van was designed and
built by the Gerstenslager
Company, Wooster, Ohio.
_ Stephen Scha.in is coordinator
for CARE and university
professor of human sciences in
the College of Human Learning
and Development at Governors
State University.

- A cooperative education
experience with a pbarmaceuti.c al company is helping a
graduate woman student decide
on her career.
Frances Ugo of Chicago, an MA
student in environmental
technology at Governors State
University, had worked in
analytical chemistry, but was
intrigued with pharmacology.
Dr. Leon Fennoy, cooperative
education coordinator in the
College of Environmental and
Applied Sciences, supplied the
solution by arranging a co-op
module with the pharmaceutical
lab at Wilson laboratories.
Frances runs routine tests for
bacterial contamination and drug
potency, using animals. She is
now involved in a special project
in a new branch of study at
Wilson called Bio-scan, conducting protein efficiency studies
and adapting standard testing
methods for Wilson products.
Cooperative education at
Governors State Unive.rsity involves students, faculty . community, and administration
joining together - in programs
wherel.n the community and
university provide opportunity
for students to Jearn from a " real
world" work experience.
In cooperative education, the
student holds a part-time or fulltime job that is related to his
fields of study. The essence of the
program is that the student
receives university credit for
work he does on the job.
A special counselor maintains
liaison between the employer and
the university faculty , and attempts to set up on-the-job activities and related study projects
that are meaningful to both the
employer and the employestudent.

The stay will be extended
because of student demand for

Penn State University's mobile
van housing computer assisted
renewal education programs
<CAREl at Govel'nors State
University.
•
Required orientation for CARE
will be at various times July 1-3
and July 11 for the JulyI August
session. Registration may be
made for the orientation for
further information obtained by
telephoning <312) 534-5000, extensions 2376 and 2365.
CARE trains teachers while
they are on the jOb, as the
schedule is day, bening, and
weekend for 80 hours a week,
Included are preservice and
inservice teachers of elementary
and preschool children, school
related personnel, and regular
classroom teachers wishing
assistance in recognizing and
dealing with mildly handicapped
children.
Non-degree stude.nts will be
accepted upon qualification as
well as degree students.
The four programs are early
identification of handicapped
children, diagnostic prescriptive
teaching of preschool handicapped children, diagnostic
prescriptive teaching. of primary
school handicapped children, and
education of visually .handicapped children.

..........
-

Student-d1rected one-act play~
will be f)re~ented at Governors
State University.
·
Free to the' publjc, "Suddenly,
Last Summer, " cfirected by
Howard White, and " Str~et
Talk," directed by Becky Keller,
will be June 8-9 at 8 .p.m.
The cast for ''Suddenly, Last .·
·Summer,'' by Tennessee
Williams, includes Reb~cca
Sorter. Peter Joseph, Nancy
Dupee , Carl ·Mc.Kay , Ray
Ruggeri, Susan Poole, and Joan
Traybs'za . .Lea Lindow : is
technical director and costume
desig.ner, and Dale Wilson is
composing the (llusic.
One of Williams~ most shattering works, the play depicts the
grizliest portrait of Souther11
Gothicism that the author ~
written.
· "Street- Tillk" is described by··
the author, Ed 'Bullins, as
·dialogue with black existence.
- Ms. Keller will direct the entire
··_producti~ as weU as produce it..·
'l'ite cast will be annoWJced ... · · ·

in the College of Business and
Public Service at Governors
State University is on administrative management.

•••

Nine student organizations and
clubs ar.e presently at Governors
State University.

• ••

Ethics.in public service will be
offered at Governors State
University. A $30,000 federal
grant :from the National Endowment.for the Humanities will
fund experimental courses in
"Teaching Values in Public
Service. Education."
Excerpted from previous press
releases. If you find you could use
more information about a
specific item, Jet us know and we
shall send the complete release.
Contact John Canning (312) 5345000.
Purchasing representatives
from Governors State University
will man a booth at the fair
sponsored by the Chicago
Minority Purchasing Council,
Inc.
Helping minority business
grow, t~e Chicago Business
Opportunity fair will be JWte 2122 at the Conrad Hilton hotel.
Director of Purchases Richard
Struthers of the university said
the purpose of the fair is to bring
representatives from the
majority business community
together with minority sellers to
see if they can do business
together.

'

-Prizes in the benefit golf
tournament for the proposed·GSU
Child Care center were won byLow gross: Owen Groves. first ;
George Dougla~. second, and Joe
Walker, third.
Low net : Otis Lawrence, first;
Tom Dorke, second. end Nathan
Keith, third.
Longest drive: Tom Dorke
There were also 20 door prizes.
Persons are being sou~ht to
help in designing and building a
. playground for the day care
center. Those with ideas, talent,
or interest in the playground may
telephone Paul Leinberger at
Governors State University (312)
534-5000, extension 2488.
Tbe proposed center at GSU
will be at the Vick. farmhouse on
Dralle road just east of the
lllinois Centrai~Gulf railroad
crosSing and the' Cardox plant.
Any child between the ages of 2
1/ 2 and 9 will be eligible· for the
child care center.
Parent associ-ation with GSU is
not required.
Hours will be 7:45 a.m. to 10
p.m. Mon'day thiough Friday.
' and, in addition, tbe center wiJI
be open Saturday morning.
Applications are available at
the university , in st-udent
services and the university
advocate'li o(fic_e.

•••••••••••••
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•••

The focus of the undergraduate
offerings of office administration

t

••

A Joliet business educati911
st•udent at Governors State
University has been student
teaching at Joliet Township high
school central campus.
Colette Simcox at the high
school was WJder the supervision ..
of Mrs. Violet Goodwin and Miss
Flora Collier.
Dr_ Patrick H. Sheahan of the
College of Business and P.ublic
Service, himseU a former Joliet
teacher, is Mrs . Simcox ' s
supervisor at GSU.
The·elusive ICC .Equipment
Distribution has been move!f
again! This time to the LRC
Lounge, east of the card
eatalog file <the purple doors). ·
on the seeond floor. Please
dire<;t phone ·requests to Ext.
2326.

t o I . I I t t J I l • t •. t • • - •'

A record high of 2,604 students
attended Governors State
University for the March/ April
session.

•••

The new university vice
president, community services,
will be the official affirmative
action officer for Governors State
University. Candidates for the
new position are preferred from
among women and minority
personnel, according to the
search committee. Inquiries and
resumes may be directed to the
chairperson, Barbara Triche,
c/ o Office of the President,
Governors State · University,
Park Forest South, IU. 60466

•••

Persons are being sought to
help in designing and buiLDING
A PLAYGROUND FOR THE
PROPOSED GSU Child Care
center. Persons with ideas,
talent, or interest in the
playground may telephone Paul
Leinberger at Governors State
University, (312.> 534-5000, extension 2488.

•••

A dedication planning committee for Governors State
University has been established
by President William E.
Engbretson. Officials of Park
Forest and Park Forest South
along with a community
representative will serve with
university student, faculty , and
staff representatives. The Q<lte
will be announced later for the
dedication of the new permanent
Phase I facilities.

•••

A bilingual-bicultural institute,
which included a ~P to Mexico,
concluded at Governors State
University with a ceremony
recognizing
participants .
Teachers . teacher-aides,
counselors, prin cipals,
superintendents. and other administrators and staff, particularly those involved in
bilingual-bicultural progress ,
were participants.

•••

The 12 representatives from as
many universities participating
in a company-faculty forum
included a professor of Governors State University. John A.
Rohr attended the Standard Oil
Company (Indiana > forum with
representatives from Amherst
College, University of Colorado,
Howard University, Iowa State
University, Universily of
Nebraska. Purdue University, St:
Olaf College, College of William
and Mary, University of Miami,
University of Wisconsin and
Vassar College.

•••

A £ree children's short film
festival will be pr«:.sente(
Saturday,.. June 8. from 10 a.m
until 12 noon in the GSU C-om
munit y Conference Room
Balloons andAreats will be sold t•
benefit the GSU Child Car•
Center. Children of all ages aro
in"il.ed.
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Religion Seen As Liberation

Vets Take Their
Case To The

The College of Cultural Studies Chicago was created. How it is
the interfaith campus organized and run and what have
.
Ministries Council sponsored a been its accomplishmen~.
Gifted
with
Oratorical
abilities,
community-university seminar
on Religion as Liberation which she 'probably convinced most
was attended by 40-50 persons people that 1. P. 0 . has been ·
last Friday and Saturday, May effective in influencing decisions
that affed her community. Being
17-18, 1974.
The goal of the seminar was to myself familiar with political
examine ways in which per,sonal matters of that area I contend
and/ or instHutional religious that I. P . 0 . is just a safety valve
commitment contributes to designed to create the illusion
liberation in contemporary that the people can participate - if
they choose - in the political
American life~
Dr. Martin E. Marty, a process. The dismal fact that
Memoers of the Illinois
renowned theologian, historian those monstrous <but highly
Federation of Veterans in
and author from the University of profitable) buildings just South of
College <IFVC> held a rally
Chicago Divinity School was the Webster and East of Halsted
Ior
veterans rights at the base
"stopped"
after
they
were
were
keynote speaker. He attempted to
of the Picasso.
point out-and in many cases he built, is an irony that speaks for
The rally was co-sponsored
accomplisbed it very itself and needs no comment.
by the Southwest Veterans
Bob
Mi1ls
,
Professor
of
successfully and very
Organization cf Southwest
dramatically-the relationship Sociology in the College of
Community College. The vets
between religion and liberatioQ. Cultural Studies, stressed the
paraded with placards asking
grounds
on
which
American
He clearly defined his terms and
for the same benefits afforded
he underlined the role of religion Institutions are founded and he
vets of previous wars.
criticized
the
dismal
fact
that
all
·
in relation to liberation.
Viet Nam Era veterans
Dr. Marty made reference to of them - including religion - are
_
receive
only one third to one
the various dimentions of religion based on the "white supremacy"
hal£ of the benefits received by
myth
and
as
a
result
of
that
they
and most dramatically he
wwn and korean veterans.
emphasiz~ the social dimention have dehumanized society. He
The group distributed over
emphasized
that
the
church
and
of it and then going on he stressed
1500 flyers demanding a fair
the mytho-symbolic and the other religious institutions could
GI
Bill of Rights. The chief
ritual dimension of religion and be agents of constructive change
grievances
voiced were fo!"
but
they
have
to
change
their
the manner in which they lead to
medi<;al care, educational
behavioral consequences.
patterns and meet the challenge
Saturday morning in the that Black people offer : to "de
podium first appeared and spoke whitetize" society on a personal
the Rev. Dr. Msgr. Jonn Gormer, and - moreovel' - on an
who is a psychologist, theologian institutional level , and start
and Pastor of St. Michael's changing their symbol-system,
parish in Orland Park, Illinois. their social, political, economic
and cultural patterns, and by
Dr. Larry McClellan , doingthatto.humanizemankind
UniversHy- Professor of starting from the American byWarrickL. Carter
Urbanology at GSU, presented society which is creating the
the community perspective.
patterns of the Western world. The THIRD ANNUAL GSU
He summed up the major
We can only hope that the J u N 10 R c 0 L LEGE JAzz
points made by the previous American intelligentsia can help FESTIVAL proved to'be the most
speakers ·and he posed the the people liberate themselv~ successful. In termos of parquestions
. Most importaot of from the bounds or theu t!cipation · there were more
which walt the role of myth in materialistic value syste~ ~h~ch groups fr~m the area junior
religion and faith. He defir~>d is both inhumane and humillating colleges than in the history of the
Festival. However, there were
religion in a secular sense as a to human decency.
symbol system and he said that
What do we want to two last mjnute cancellations
he feels the iron necessity of a· become?
which did create problems, and
res.ymbolization process that
How do we get there?
left a sour taste in my mouth.
would liberate men. In his view, In an attempt to answer them, Nevertheless, I believe the enliberation is human development he stressed that we must realize, thusi'!Sm of those who did parand means maturity- Dr- Gormer recognize and ac:cept the ticipate was higher than ever.
tried-and succeeded - to bring importance of Jesus. We must Personally. I was disappointed
across his point: " only a fee man address ourselves to the problem ·with the amount of faculty tUrn
can bound himself and onfy a of death and be sensitive to the out at the Festival
bound ~an can fee himself." We spirit and power of God. Th~e
At a time when the University
agree w1th that and most of the things may prove important m is st~uggling for its identit~, a?d
other things that he said. But yet, the process of liberation which requires faculty. support m 1ts
we cannot help to pose a question nas to come from ourselves. If attempt to recruit new students,
·
it is disheartening to notice that
to Dr. Gi:lrman : What is the
Catholic Church -which he t_he church deals with tltese there were not more than a
happens to serve-doing on an problems, it can prove to be a TOTAL of ten faculty in at:
international scale to liberate its vehicle of change and a liberating tendance at ANY of the three
frut
· ·hrul
- peop1e..
??
force.
sessions of the Festival. It seems
1n the meantime, discipline, rather ironic that as the Jazz
Anna -Pe~lberg spoke on the
same topic from a political point har~ . w?rk , renewal and Programs began to bring
of view and she reported bow the partlctpabon may be needed national and international acalong the process.
claim to GSU. the faculty at-large .
1
I n de P e n d e n
p r ecinct
by Athanasios Caravaselas becomes to be less identified with
Organization in the North Side of
its accomplishments. I realize
that all faculty members are
busy with teaching, .classroom
preparation, meetings, etc., and
any type of performance <musie;
cheatre, art exhibits, lectures,
et~) bite into one's personal time;
however, if we expect the
students and community to
support our programs, we MUST
1 provide the leadership by supporting them ourselves.
ani~

.

People
opportunities, and jobs. Two
petition placards, three by
four feet, were covered both
sides by the public iit less than
an hour.
Veterans from GSU ,
Southwest Community
College, Wright Junior
College, and Triton Junior
College than.marched south to
the Dirksen Federal Building
where the group split up and
met with staffs of Sen. Percy,
Sen Steven.son, Rep Metcalf,
and Rep Hannrahan. The
veteran leaders then voiced
gr-ievances which have not
been met since the end of the
VietNam War.
The· rally was timed to
coincide with a simultaneous

rally in Washington D.C. led
by the New York State
collegiate veterans
organization. Tne- rally was
covered by the Chicago papers
and by NBC TV lo Chicago
which aired a portion of the
mee~ing with Sen. Percy's
crA ''L" crash.
Tlie IFVC of which GSu- is a
part is sponsoring another
rally at the Civic Center Plaza
June7, at 10:30 am. This rally
is to inform the public of the
poor treatment of the veteran
in this country. It will also
serve to jar the Congress to
act on veterans legislation
which is presently stagnating
in Washington. Everyone is
urged to attend.

Junior College

The jotter down of

":::~h.o~: prov~u;; .

shitter. ..wntfug is

a bitch!

I feel that every balanced individual enjoys good entertainment, particularly in the
area of music: popular music,
vocal music, orchestral music,
and at the risk of being conceited,
I feel that the musrc concerts at
GSU are second to none! Hence, I
would invite the students, faculty
and staff of Governors State
. :Y.r:Uversity· to suppo_rt us in all of
· · blir endeavors.

.Jazz Festival
..

PARK FOREST SOUTH, lll.Winners ol the third annual Big Band; Stephen Fenoye
junior college jazz festival at McKiney, harmonica and conga
Governors State Universitydrums, Thornton Junior College;
OUTSTANDING BIG BAND:
Jeff Kaye, trumpet, Parkland
Waubonseee Community College Community" COLLEGE: ~rge
OUTSTANDING
COMBO:
Adamson, pianist, Waubonsee
Waubonseee Community College Community College;, Peter lltx,
OUTSTANDING SOLOIST:
guitarist Waubonsee Community
Bob Samborski, Parkland . College; John Westfall, lead
Community College
trombonist, Henry Ford .Junior ·
OUTSTANDING SECTION College; Eugine Easton, alto
LEADER: Joel Spencer, Alto soloist Kennedy-King College;
Saxophone Parkland Junior Pete Wenger, tenor saxophone
College
Henry Ford Junior College; Bill
' Gable, trumpet, College of Lake
COMPOSER/ARRANGER :
Gary Filip , W.aubonsee County; Regina Walton, female
Waubonsee Community College vocalist Kennedy-King College;
HONORABLE MENTION: , Barbara Peace, female vocalist
Parkland Community College, Kennedy-King College; Wilburn
Big Band; Parkland Community MhOoh;'drumtne'r Kennedy~ King''
College Combo; Kennedy-King College! • • , .. ' . .. •. , • H ~ •
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POETRY
STUPID AI\1ERICA

stupid america, see that chicano
with a big knife
in his steady hand
he doesn't want to knife you
be wants to sit on a bench
and carve christ figures
but you won't let him.
stupid america , hear that
chicano
shouting curses on the street
he is a poet
without paper and pencil
since he cannot write
be will explo~e.
stupid america, remember that
chicanito
flunking math and english
be is the picasso
of the western states
but he will die
with one thousand masterpieces
banging only (rom his mind.

~····
ALL FROM THE SAME MIND

At times,
Tis no end to what comes
from the same mind,
A beginning entity might go
out with uninteJJectual dislike.
At times,
Tis ~ausing a living death but
pleasant pain
Like a resolute failure
beginning with distasteful
pleasure.
Oh cry of joy! Oh dimal hope!
My dear fnner mind, wanting
to be of stingy charity:
Thy cheap fo"get, has
generous ill will.
At times, Thou cause happy
tears: never aiding disrespect,
forward with the friendly!
Ending the disconsolate
ways, giving a good helping
Jove: no backward foe!
Pary, tell me,
Who is this: King of Hoboes?
A Giant Dwarf?
What like: A leaderless effort,
might? A puny extraordianaire?

Living Room Contemplations
By VIRGINIA C. CRAM
The music of my loneliness.
the scared child's scream,
floats thru the wall
and tells me
here I am,
surrounded by,
crying, wet diapered babies,
Loud women,
and tired men, turned angry
by tired days
Twisted
into
beauty.
bloomed a flower
filtered
thru
stained
separations,
mine,
that cannot hold their own
noise,
turned into everyday blues,
corning down to me,
that is,
my own.
THE MOVEMENT

one cup of coffee and one glass of
orange juice
and i ask, what is the chicano
news?
do we have the ball . . . are we
scoring,
making end runs, thrown for a
loss?
look at the matches in the
ashtray,
they have the bull by its horns .. .
there is no longer time
for niceties and writing letters
of protest
the - enemy must be exposed,
brother,
even if its the chief of police,
president of a college,
the slick politician,
members of the army,
all in a ball,
even if it's the devil's mother . . .
we chicanos cannot forever
hsadow box in this huge ring
called america.
we are the main event,
the history demands it
and we still can't appear
we are deaf and dumb once
again.
tell me, up in front of an antonio
in a dusted little town called
beeville,
have they heard of the moenient?
what movement?
hell, everyone knows
chicanos are at and on the go
and you can't say no.

Sharon Olech, EAS
graduate Student
standiD in those Shadows

illiJillilillillil

Take all a priority and either
way, you're caught.
For Real Deal
People, don't want to believe in
what's for real, 'cause what's
for real, to them, doesn't
appeal,
Some fools want to go to the
moon, when some kids don't
have no shoes,
People don't give a damn about
their brother man, and that's
what gives me the blue,
If they'd forget about their
rockets and dreams and only
deal with what's for real, the
world would go 'round
propeJJed by love as we watch
the eagle fly with the dove.

•••

Remember When
run with me again
and gather the flowers
dance and laugh
so that i can remember
the way you were-

I lost the best illusion I ever bad.
Had I never considered myself
selfish,
rd be reaching back to you today.
only hell abounds when you put
yourself th.e re, an' I ain't no
devil, baby.
c. green

The Doneychild
Child what hear you as you are
through the black thunder
night
And the dawn is but a pinhol~
The darkness is a shroud, coldly
surrounding everywhere
Breath without breathing
Death without peace
Until the final push forward
A slap
A tear
life

Michele Crowe

Jlrlichele Crowe

Optimist
Bring not to today yesterdays pain sorrow and fear does not dawns
light beckens hope appear?
Happy larks in the medows sing
knowing
the affairs of moon and stars and sun
are forever kinds of things
Robert A. Blue

Goin' in Circles
UNITY

a,b,c,d,
e,f,g,
h,i,j,k,
l,m,n,o,p,
q,r,s,
t,u,v,
w,x,y did you leave me, baby?
c. green

coming together, sharing ideas and concerns, electricity of feeling
when the vigs are the same, realizing that we all share the same
experiential framework, feeling mutually fucked over, clapping
out agreement when people voice our hassles. feeling our
collective potentia], and preparing to act. These are the beginnings
of student unity.
by S.M.

Stormy Monday

Wish and Wish

in what madness do we carry
ourselves away to emotions?

I wish and wish that I were an

African ; hungry , deter·
mined , warm, perhaps
called Komo , wishing ,
wondering and wandering in
the Congo.

In all past
I 've thought of
loss in fearrarely realizing
all that I am
gaining

I wish and wish that I were an
Mrican; of cooking thoughts
underneath the brilliant sun,
eating root, watching the
chamelions and making fun.

This love has
no bind
but petty fears
of " yours" and
"mine"

I wish and wish that I were an
Afr ican; reminiscing after
bu n t -h ot, l i mp, f l at,
failed- walking in the
forest-ob, the creature
footprints trailed.

Please don 'l tangle
me
in a web
of .possession

driven by passion camouflaged
into anger, envy, love and
hate.
we react and hardly feel
we react and hardly feel or we
feel and others
"consequently" react.
longing for sincereity-I cry out!
our lives are woven now in
touching and leaving each
other a long our way.
c. green

In Doubt
Black is what I am, in this case
my role is unclear,
I feel that my role is to love and
reach my brothers and sisters
of not just my own race,
Others may want to put me down
for feeling that Jesus would
have wanted us to work the
love gig and not j ust the socalled hip scene,
Love is not something you hold
under lock and key to by
chance esc.a pe through the
spaces between your teeth,
You should express it to anyone
any shade of the human
rainbow who needs it or to
anyone who gives you that
special feeling,
And be able to do so without the
oral static, which you'll often
get from a source of energy
known as ignorance.

•••
Sweet Sunshine
Smile a sweet smile, like
sunshine's warmth,
The giving of your time is makin'
me do more than smile,
I dig your mellow style,
Like the sun, when I open the
windows of my mind, you
smile all the· darkness out of
my hazy sky,
You warm up the cold in this old
soul,
Like the morning sun you set a
goal for my heart to seek,
Without you love would have
passed me by, right on by, so
keep on smiling that sweet old
smile.
By Duane Moore 15 yrs. old
Rockford, Ill.

I wish and wish that I were an
Mrican; waiting, waiting
for the scent of animal , and
making lacquer to dissolve
in the blood and gall.
Sharon Olech,
EASGRADUATESTUDENT

Now a lone
I see how
glorious we grew
in a time traveling
faster than ever
before in our
lives of searching
Finally found somewhere
in you-1 could not
let t,l .. . . .

So space.

The Answers
Lie In The Doing
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WE CAN DO WHAT WE WANT
BUT DO WE WANT WHAT WE
DO?

Gone
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Environmental
Furnishings
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And Apparel · t
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